SAMPL: Past, present and future

David Mobley

SAMPL was motivated by the need to compare
predictive accuracy on a level playing ﬁeld
• Originated by
Nicholls at
OpenEye ’07-’08
• Unfunded
academic
collaboration since
SAMPL3/2012
• More than 100
publications to
date

The two most frequent kinds of challenge
involve solvation and (simple) binding

SAMPL focuses on challenges which
are at the borderline of tractability
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• Hydration free energies thru SAMPL4
• Protein-ligand binding thru SAMPL4 (then D3R)
• Host-guest SAMPL3 on
• Usually relies on donated data and/or industry internships

Hydration free energy predictions have
improved greatly over the years
• By around
SAMPL4, many
methods had
improved
dramatically
• Successful
methods saw
broad adoption
• Could detect
experimental
problems

In SAMPL5, we moved away from hydration free energies
to related properties which are more easily* measurable
Partition coeﬃcients and distribution
coeﬃcients are similar, but the latter includes all
species:

Pcyc

Dcyc

[N eutral solute in cyclohexane]
=
[N eutral solute in water]
[Solute in cyclohexane]
=
[Solute in water]

pH dependent, so we report log D7.4 at pH 7.4

cyclohexane

water

People were able to do fairly well

People were able to do fairly well

But it turns out here, the diﬀerence between
logP and logD is crucial

Including predicted
pKa’s dramatically
improves predicted
values

Data from Pickard et al.

This led us to plan SAMPL6 to focus on
predicting logD given pKa values

However, collection of the
combined data set took too long,
so we decided to run an interim
challenge on pKa while continuing
logD measurements

cyclohexane

water

This type of data has been extremely useful in
driving and testing new developments
Re-parameterization of GAFF to
improve pure solvent dielectric
constants resulted in dramatically
better predictions (Fennell et al.)

For more on the history of SAMPL
and future plans, see our grant
proposal at https://
escholarship.org/uc/item/7cf8c6cr

It’s also driven progress in host-guest
binding
prediction
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Figure 4. The best host-guest binding predic-

We’re trying to make more use of reference
calculations to allow convergence, eﬃciency tests
For SAMPL4 hydration, methods
which are the same agree

For HG systems, things are
not necessarily so simple

SAMPL6 focused on pKa and host-guest binding,
trying to work towards protein-ligand binding

There’s still a long ways to go, and people
are still learning big lessons

SAMPL6 papers are encouraged:
Special issue, JCAMD

• Firm June 1 submission deadline
• Review process will be as normal, but if you submit, expect to serve
as a reviewer
• Paper order strongly inﬂuenced by submission order
• Paper titles should include “SAMPL6”
• Cover art selected from among ﬁrst few submissions, so submit
early!
• Online publication as papers are ready
• Will include work on pKa experiments; host-guest work published
separately

Our plan for future SAMPL challenges involves
three tracks: Phys props., HG binding, P-L binding
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Overall events
Key
Experimental data collection

SAMPL special issue preparation
(approximate 4-5month duration)

Submission window
Component-specific
virtual meeting

Joint D3R/SAMPL workshop
* - Our current plan is to provide pKa values, as in SAMPL6, which is currently in progress. But this may be adjusted to require prediction of pKa values, depending on SAMPL6 outcomes..

Figure 2. Timeline for SAMPL activities. Activities covered by this grant include data collection and SAMPL Challenges on our three
major components (physical properties, host-guest binding, and protein-ligand binding), with each Challenge cycle color-coded separately.

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/7cf8c6cr

How do we turn drug discovery from research

("it sometimes works")

into an engineering science?

("it actually works")
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Figure 5. SAMPL7-11 host-guest Challenges will feature cucubituril hosts and analogs, including Me4 CB[8], glycoluril hexamer,
and acyclic CB[n]-type receptors (SA 2.1). These receptors bind a variety of drug-like molecules, some with high affinity.
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For SAMPL7,
we will measure
Ka and H
andeﬀects
geometry for the interaction of Me4 CB[8] (a
soluble CB[8] derivative) with 15 guests (selected top drugs,
Table 1) by either
direct or competition isothermal titraon
aﬃnities
for
1-2
aﬃnities
for
host
tion calorimetry (ITC), UV/Vis or fluorescence indicator displacement assay, or NMR competition experiments, as
previously [180–182, 197]. Our selection of Me4 CB[8] binding to top drugs allows us to modulate the computational
complexity by: 1) changing host flexibility (e.g. Me4 CB[8] can exhibit ellipsoidal deformation) [189], 2) allowing
the possibility
of hosts
binary or ternary
(e.g. 1:1 and/or
1:2 host:guest) complexes [198–200], 3) using drugs with
Aﬃnities
for
Ion eﬀects
on aﬃnities
several potential binding epitopes or modes to induce sampling issues. Host:guest stoichiometry and geometry
1,3
forwill
host
3
(e.g., which
binding epitope is complexed)
be addressed
by ITC n values, Job plots monitored by UV/Vis or
NMR [201], and by 1 H NMR complexation induced changes in chemical shifts [202]. All studies will be conducted
in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4 with physiological salt) which introduces its own complexities due to salt
competition for binding [165, 203]. SAMPL8 will revisit the same host, but use 15 different guests be selected
from commercial sources on the basis of reference calculations (on a larger set of guests) to ensure that they
cover substantial dynamic range and/or exhibit affinities that depend substantially on the force field or water model,
thus effectively testing our force fields and methods. For SAMPL9, we will focus on binding of the same 15 drugs
(Table 1), but to glycoluril hexamer. This host introduces the complication of increased conformational dynamics,
and influences the number and energy of solvating (and unusually coordinated) water molecules implicated in the
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n indirect effect on guest complexation via changes to the solvation of the empty host. Octa-trimethylammonuim
avitand (“positand” 3) has the same overall architecture as host 1, but inverts the charges on the water solubilizing
xterior coat. While it is not yet clear if this switch in groups relatively remote from the pocket will directly affect
GDCCs
uest complexation, results from related systems suggest it can (unpublished).

Figure 5. SAMPL7-11 host-guest Challenges will feature cucubituril hosts and analogs, including Me4 CB[8], glycoluril hexamer,
and acyclic CB[n]-type receptors (SA 2.1). These receptors bind a variety of drug-like molecules, some with high affinity.
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If we could design the ideal SAMPL
challenge, what would it look like? Data
would be tailored for maximum learning
• Protein-ligand, pKa,
logD, and maybe
even host-guest data
on same compounds
• If your binding
prediction is wrong
— is it because you
got the pKa wrong?
Or the solvation free
energy/partitioning?
• Is it because of
sampling?

H+

Input we’ve received on SAMPL has been very
supportive
People were
enthusiastic about the
beneﬁts of SAMPL
https://
escholarship.org/uc/
item/2jq8s2zr
Still, the future is
uncertain; sustainability
requires funding or
manpower
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